
(4) four screws (2) two shade brackets

(2) two outside mount L brackets

INSTALLATION
Bracket Location & Installation
Decide whether your shade will be mounted
outside or inside the window frame.
When brackets are securely  mounted,  proceed to
“Securing the tHeadrail to the Brackets.”

Inside Mount
Place shade bracket with spring loaded plastic tooth
facing outward as shown. Bracket should be secured
3" inside the outer edge of where the end of the
shade head rail will lie. Repeat this step to install the
second bracket at the other side of the window frame.
When turning the screw, do not over tighten. Overtightening can put  pressure on  the
inner bracket and constrict movement, preventing the inner part of the bracket from
 latching to the headrail. If you find the headrail will not latch to the bracket, try
slightly loosening the screw.

Outside Mount
1. Screw “L” bracket to the window molding as shown.
“L” bracket should be secured 3" inside the outer edge
of where the end of the shade head rail will lie. Repeat
this step to install the second bracket at the other side
of the window frame.
2. Attach the shade brackets snuggly to the “L” brackets
as shown. The spring loaded  plastic tooth should be
 facing outward.
When attaching bracket to outside mount L bracket adapter,
do not overtighten the nut and bolt. Overtightening can put
pressure on  the inner bracket and constrict movement,
 preventing the inner part of the bracket from latching to the
headrail. If you find the headrail will not latch to the bracket,
try slightly loosening the nut.

Securing the Headrail to the Brackets:
1. Hook the back of the inside of the headrail onto
the metal teeth at the rear of the  brackets.
2. Press the front of the headrail against the
spring-loaded  plastic tooth on the front of the
bracket while  simultaneously pressing the  plastic
tooth towards the  window. When headrail is flush
with the brackets release the pressure from the
spring loaded plastic tooth and headrail should be
firmly in place and ready for use.

PACKAGE CONTENTS
• One cordless roman shade on headrail.
• One mounting bracket kit.
Mounting bracket kit includes:

INSTALLATION
AND CARE

INSTRUCTIONS

Insulated Cordless

Roman Shade

OPERATION
Your Cordless Roman Shade operates with a
deluxe spring loaded retracting mechanism.
The height or length of the shade is
 controlled by the center control handle on
the back of the bottom most panel.
To lengthen the shade, pull the handle
 towards the floor. When you have pulled the
shade down to the desired length, stop, then
pull again slightly to lock into place.
To raise the shade, pull the handle down
slightly and  release.
IMPORTANT: Always use the handle to
raise and lower the shade. Pulling on the
bottom cross members of the shade to
raise and lower, will cause premature
 deterioration of the product and will soil
the fabric.

CLEANING
Use feather duster or lightly vacuum with
a soft brush  attachment.
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